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ALMOST EVERYWHERE CONVERGENCE FOR

SEQUENCES OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

K. SCHRADER AND S. UMAMAHESWARAM

ABSTRACT.   The main result in this paper is the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1.  Let  \yfcl, y^: / —*R, be a sequence of continuous

real valued functions defined on the bounded interval I.  Let D,. =

¡x: x e I, |y/j(x) - yj(x)\ > 0| = \Jn¡kjn> where each I /¿y„ is a relatively

open subinterval of I and Ikjn^lkjm -0 for " / ">•  Assume there ex-

ists a function  4> , <£: (0, +°°)—► (0, + °°), such that lim     n+(<£ (r)/r) =

+ cx>, <f> is a nondecreasing function of r and

¿>(2,(/,;n))    sup      \yk(x)-y.(x)\p<M

72 X£I,.
kjn

for all k, j  sufficiently large, where  ¡J- is Lebesgue measure and 0<

p  < -too.   Then  iy&i  contains a subsequence which converges almost

everywhere to a Lebesgue measurable function y.

1.   Introduction.  Let  R  be the real numbers, / C R be a bounded interval

and  \y A, y L- I —» R, be a sequence of continuous functions.  In this paper

we give a sufficient condition that  iy, ! have a subsequence which converges

almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure p on the interval  /.

In particular, we establish the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1.   Let  \y, 1, y,: I —► R  be a sequence of continuous real

valued functions defined on the bounded interval I.  Let D, . - \x: x £ I,

]y,(x) — y .(x)\ > 0i =  (J /. .  , where each  I. .    is a relatively open subinterval

of I and I,.   D /, .    =0   for n 4 m.  Assume there exists a function cp, cf>:

(0, + °o)—» (0, +oa), such that lim _n+(<p(r)/r) = + °°, cp  is a nondecreasing

function of r and

(1 n ¿Z^('kin))   sup     \yk(x) - y..(x)|" < M
xei

kjn
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for ail k, j sufficiently large, where p  is Lebesgue measure and O < p < +00.

Then  \y A contains a subsequence which converges almost everywhere to a

Lebesgue measurable function y.

In case  cp(r) > e > O  for 0 < r < +00 for some e  and  p = 1, then this re-

sult would follow from [3, Corollary 3-3, p. 418], and in fact a subsequence

could be chosen which converged at every point of /.  An example is given

in §3 to show that the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 cannot be strengthened to

claim the existence of a subsequence converging at every point of / under

the given hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 even when p = 1.

For the reason described above when  p = 1, the main case of interest

here is when  cp(r) is not bounded away from zero on (0, + 00).  Since  cp is

nondecreasing in  r and cp(r) must be positive for  r positive, it is only when

lim cp(r) = 0  that </3 is not bounded away from zero.  Thus an example of

the type of function  cp that we have in mind here would be  cf>(r) = r    for 0 <

a. < 1.  Note that cp(r) = r does not satisfy our required restrictions on the

function  cp, and in fact the sequence  \y A, defined by y Ax) = sin kx fot 0 <

x < 1, will satisfy ( 1.1) with  M = 2, p = I  and  cf¡(r) = r but does not have any

subsequence which converges almost everywhere on [0, l]  [4, Example, p. 162].

In the study of ordinary differential equations, particularly the 77th order

scalar equations, one property of interest is how the solutions behave with

respect to crossing each other. In the case of linear equations this amounts

to examining the zeros of an arbitrary solution and the sign and magnitude of

that solution between zeros.  Papers dealing with existence and uniqueness

for solutions of 72-point boundary value problems, disconjugacy or oscillation

often involve exactly such considerations.   In such papers the solutions are

usually at least differentiable so that the difficulty in picking a subsequence

that converges in some way (hopefully to something that is in some sense also

a solution) from a given sequence of solutions is caused not by the lack of

"smoothness" of the functions involved, but rather by the way in which the

solutions cross each other.

Given a sequence of solutions of some 72th order scalar differential equa-

tion, one would prefer to extract immediately a subsequence which converged

uniformly, along with its derivatives up to order 72, to a solution y  of the same

equation and be done with the matter. Unfortunately this is often either not

possible at all or else it becomes clear that it is possible only after prolonged

examination.  A method that is often used instead is to try first to obtain a

subsequence converging in some weaker way to something which is then used

as the candidate for a solution.  The remainder of the analysis is then con-
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cerned with establishing how "smooth" this candidate is and the strongest

sense in which it can be considered a solution.

In this regard we might point out one example.  For an 72th order scalar

differential equation, if a sequence of solutions  \y, \ defined on  [c, d]  is

continuous, uniformly bounded in absolute value by  K, and there is an  N so

that there are no more than   N of the intervals  /, .    for each fixed k, j, then the
7ej72 '

hypotheses of our theorem are satisfied using any cp and p as in the theorem, since

y,d>(pilkjn))    sup   \ykix)-y}ix)\p

'   x*lk,n

<  2>(ri[c, <fl)    sup     \ykix)-y.ix)\p<Ncpid-c)i2K)p.

72 xe[c,d]

The restriction on the number of intervals  /, .    is a natural one in the study
«772 '

of boundary value or interpolation problems because it is common to assume

that if two solutions agree at more than some fixed number of points, then

they are identical.  In the example described above, a more detailed analysis

shows that a subsequence can be extracted which converges at every point

of [c, d] [3, Corollary 3.4, p. 419].  This example does not use the full power

of Theorem 1.1, of course, because the theorem  allows the possibility that

there be infinitely many intervals  /, .    for fixed k  and /' and does not require

the functions to be uniformly bounded.  This should prove useful in the study

of oscillation.

The method of proof used in this paper is similar to that employed by

the first author in [3] and [4] and relies heavily on the use of Ramsey's

theorem [l, Theorem A] or [2, Theorem A, p. 82].

2.  Proof of Theorem 1.1.  We may assume that the inequality (1.1) holds

for all  k, j and that  / is an open interval.  Let  !/ • ! be an enumeration of

all the nonempty open subintervals of  / with rational endpoints.  It follows

from [3, Corollary 2.2, p. 416]  applied to /.   that either there is a subse-

quence of \y,\, again denoted by \y A, which is monotone on /,, or else

there is a subsequence of  iy.i, again denoted by  \y A, such that, for k 4

j, y At) > y (i) and y Ar) < y .(r)  for some  t, r £ /„  We now repeat the pro-

cess described in the previous sentence consecutively on the intervals  ]2,

/,, • • •    and then take the diagonal subsequence, denoted by  \yA again.

This sequence has the property that on any of the intervals  / .   it is either

monotone on  / .   for k sufficiently large or else for every  k 4 j sufficiently

large there are  t, r £ J . such that y At) > y At) and y AT) < y -M-

If  \y, S so chosen does not converge almost everywhere on  / then let
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E C / be the set of points where  \y A does not converge.  Then p(E) = e» >

0 and  x £ E  implies  !y,(x)¡ does not converge.  We may assume that the

subsequence  \y A chosen as described above is not Cauchy in the appropri-

ate Lp metric on E, fot by the completeness of LP(E) and the fact that  Lp

convergence implies convergence in measure, there would be a further sub-

sequence of  \y A which converged almost everywhere on  E and we would be

done.  Thus, there exists an e, > 0  and values of  k, j arbitrarily large such

that  fE\yk-y.\pdp>£v

Now let  K > ¡M/f j be  fixed  and choose  R(K) > 0  such that cp(r) > Kr

for 0 < r < R(K). Now choose  a = x,< x2< • • • < x     . = b, where  s > I, a

is the left endpoint of / and  b is the right endpoint of  / such that  x . -

x._ j < R(K)/l6 fot i = 2, 3, ••• , s + I. For each  i, 2 <i < s + I, such that

(x._ ., x.] n E 4 0, choose a point r.  e (x._ ., x.] n E. This will give  q,

1 < q < s, points in  E which we rename  t. < t2 < • • • < t .  Pick mutually

disjoint open intervals   U,,   U2, ■ • • ,   U     from   \j A   with   p(U{)  <

lA Min ,, ,,     Ax  - x     A  and  r. e  f/ ..  Now for each  U ., if  & ̂  / are suffi-
2< r<5 + l '    r r— 1 ' 27 2 ' '

ciently large depending on 2, then y, - y . has both signs on U.. To see this, suppose

not;  then for k 4 j sufficiently large, \yA would be monotone on  U ., and if

|y,(i-)|   were bounded, then  y At.) would converge, contradicting  t. £ E.

On the other hand, if  |y,(/.)|   is unbounded, then choose  kQ  fixed but large

enough so that  \y, \ is a monotone sequence on  U. fot k > kQ  and such that

yk (t{) 4 y lit.) and such that y k(t) > yk it)   on  (7¿ if y*. (*,-) > V^^)' or

else such that y At) < y,   it) on  U . if y,   (t.) < y^itA-  Then for any value

of k > k„   sufficiently large we would have

2>(^W} sup \yk-yi\pï<l>Wikinlk)»  sup    \yk-yl
" XeIL, X€¡,,      ...

kin kln(k)

P

>^lklnik)^U))     sup      |yA-.yi|*

X£Il,       ,LSkln(k)

^{^!k0^k0)nui^y^?-y^i)\p>M'

where  n(k) is the index such that  t. £ I,.   ,,..  This gives a contradiction.

Pick values of k 4 j fixed but sufficiently large so that y , — y ■ has both

signs on each  U . fot 2' = 1, 2, • • •     q.  Then for these fixed values of k  and

;  we let Dfe. = ¡x: x e I, \y¿x) - y .(x)\ > 0Î =  (J^.  If >kjn = (c, ^  for

some 72  then
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lkjn n E = (c, d) n F = ( U ((c, d) n (x._ t,- x.])J n F

s + l

= U ((c, ¿) n(*¿   t, x.] n£).
2 = 2

The set (c, d) n (x._,, x.] n E  is nonempty for at most 4 values of i,

namely  a, a + 1, ß - 1   and /3  where  c e (xa_i> XJ   and ¿ e (x B- 1» x/3^-

Therefore we have

s+1

/u(/fc.n n£)= £/*((c, d)n(x._v x%] nE) < 4(R(K)/l6)< R(k)
2 = 2

for all values of n.  Thus

cp(piikjn)) > cpipiikjn n E)) > KM(/fcj.„ n E)

for all  72  for which u(/, .    n E) > 0.   Thus
r    7e;72 '

Z<pWkjn)) sup \yk-y,\p>lZ<t>^kin))   sup     \yk-yj\p
xe,kjn n x£'kjnnE

> KzZ^kj„ nE^   sup   ly« - y,\p > K/Ely* - vjP <¥>&,> m.
n x€ I      ílE

kjn

This gives a contradiction also, so we conclude that piE) =0   and we are .

done.

3. An example. To show that under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 it is

not necessarily possible to choose a subsequence which converges at every

point of /, even if p = 1, we consider the following example.

For 0 < x < 1  and k = 1, 2, • • •   let

ykix) = -4kix + k fot 0< x < l/4k2,

= 0 for   1/4-fe2 <x< l.

Choose c/X'") = r> P = I  and M = 1.   Then for any  & > /' we have

2>W*y»))suP lyA-yyl-V'«!»* -p ly*-y,-l
7e;72 «J I

+ (,x(/     )K>  sup   |y,-y;|

*e'*/2

<il/4k2YAk+il/4 j2)y>j= 1.
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Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied.  No subsequence of \y A

converges at every point of [0, l]   because no subsequence of  Sy,(0)S  con-

verges.   A similar but more complicated example can be constructed so that

there are a countable number of points in  /  at which each subsequence of

y,   is monotone increasing and unbounded, and, hence, every subsequence

fails to converge on this countable set.
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